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Abstract

Evidence for a positive longitudinal double-spin asymmetry〈Aρ1〉 = 0.24± 0.11stat± 0.02syst in the cross section for

exclusive diffractiveρ0(770) vector–meson production in polarised lepton–proton scattering was observed by the HERMES
experiment. The longitudinally polarised 27.56 GeV HERA positron beam was scattered off a longitudinally polarised pure
hydrogen gas target. The average invariant mass of the photon–proton system has a value of〈W 〉 = 4.9 GeV, while the
average negative squared four-momentum of the virtual photon is〈Q2〉 = 1.7 GeV2. The ratio of the present result to the
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corresponding spin asymmetry in inclusive deep-inelastic scattering is in agreement with an early theoretical prediction based
on the generalised vector–meson dominance model. 2001 Published by Elsevier Science B.V.

PACS: 13.25.-k; 13.40.-f; 13.60.-r; 13.60.Le; 13.88.+e; 14.40.Cs
Keywords: Lepton–nucleon scattering; Rho production; Asymmetries; Photoabsorbtion

Diffractive ρ0 production in lepton–nucleon scat-
tering is often described as the fluctuation of the vir-
tual photon emitted by the lepton into an intermedi-
ate virtualqq̄ state or off-shellρ0 meson. This in-
termediate state is scattered onto the mass shell by
a diffractive strong interaction with the target, leav-
ing the target nucleon intact [1]. Several competing
models for this process are schematically shown in the
graphs of Fig. 1. At low energy theρ0 cross section
shows a strong decrease with increasing energy [2–4],
which can be described by the exchange of Reggeons.
At an invariant mass of the photon–nucleon system
of approximatelyW = 5 GeV (see below for defini-
tions of all kinematic variables), the cross section ex-
hibits a dramatic change from a rapidly falling to a
weakly risingW -dependence [5,6]. Above this energy,
models of the interaction based on Regge theory in-
volve the exchange of Pomerons. Alternatively, there
exist perturbative QCD calculations of vector–meson
production by longitudinal photons that are based on
the exchange of quarks and gluons and on the non-
perturbative description of nucleon structure in terms
of skewed parton distributions [7–10]. Both types of
models — Regge theory and pQCD calculations —
have achieved some degree of success in reproducing
the observed unpolarised cross sections forρ0 produc-
tion [6,11,12]. It has been shown that in the HERMES
kinematic range, the data for exclusiveρ0 production
by longitudinal photons can be described by a pQCD

Fig. 1. Schematic graphs for various models of exclusive diffractive
ρ0 production: (a) Reggeon or Pomeron exchange in models based
on Regge theory; (b) two-gluon exchange and (c) quark exchange in
models inspired by perturbative QCD.

calculation that includes a combination of both quark
and gluon exchange mechanisms [6].

Previously, the spin dependence of theρ0 leptopro-
duction process has been investigated by measuring
the angular distributions of the production and the self-
analysingρ0→ π+π− decay. Spin degrees of free-
dom in the cross section can be described by spin den-
sity matrix elements constructed from helicity-conser-
ving and non-conserving amplitudes for particle ex-
change in thet-channel [13]. Experiments have shown
that the helicity of the photon in theγ ∗N centre-of-
mass system is approximately retained by theρ0 me-
son, a phenomenon known ass-channel helicity con-
servation (SCHC), and that the exchanged object has
natural parity(−1)L [2], which can be associated with,
e.g., Reggeon and Pomeron exchange. Typically, the
initial spin states of the target nucleon were averaged
and the final spin states were summed [13], since they
were experimentally inaccessible. The general case
where the initial spin states of a longitudinally po-
larised beam and a longitudinally or transversely po-
larised target are explicitly included in the formalism
of spin density matrix elements has been discussed in
Ref. [14].

Up to now, little attention has been paid to the
theoretical prediction of double-spin asymmetries in
the cross section for diffractive processes, i.e., to the
dependence of the cross section on the product of
the initial polarisations of beamand target; usually
a double-spin asymmetry of zero was assumed for
ρ0 production. Nevertheless, there exists early work
where spin asymmetries are given by the ratio of
helicity-conserving amplitudes of unnatural to nat-
ural parity exchange in thet-channel; this work is
based on the formalism of spin density matrix ele-
ments and the generalised vector meson dominance
model (GVMD) [15] which describes the hadronic
fluctuation of the virtual photon as a coherent super-
position of vector meson states and the transitions be-
tween them. In particular, the longitudinal double-spin
asymmetry in exclusiveρ0 production was predicted
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to be about twice as large as the corresponding asym-
metry in inclusive deep-inelastic scattering (DIS) [16].

No published prediction based on perturbative QCD
calculations exists for double-spin asymmetries in the
photo- or lepto-production ofρ0 mesons. Polarised
quasi-realJ/ψ photoproduction involving the ex-
change of two gluons was discussed in Ref. [17]. How-
ever, because this calculation relies on the heavy quark
approximation, the relevant physics for this process is
qualitatively different and no direct implications for
exclusiveρ0 production in the HERMES kinematic
range can be drawn.

This Letter presents the first observation of a non-
zero longitudinal double-spin asymmetry in the cross
section for exclusiveρ0(770) meson production in
polarised lepton–nucleon scattering. This observable
was measured by the HERMES experiment [18] in the
years 1996 and 1997.

The HERMES experiment uses the polarised
27.56 GeV positron beam of the HERA storage ring.
A transverse polarisation of the positron beam de-
velops through an asymmetry in the small spin-flip
amplitudes for synchrotron radiation in the bending
dipoles — the Sokolov–Ternov effect [19]. Longitu-
dinal beam polarisation is achieved by spin rotators in
front and behind the experiment. Typical beam polari-
sation values are between 0.5 to 0.6, measured with a
negligible statistical uncertainty and a systematic un-
certainty of 0.02 [20].

In the years 1996 and 1997 a longitudinally po-
larised internal atomic hydrogen gas target was
used [21]. The orientation of the target polarisation is
randomly selected about once per minute. The average
target polarisation for the combined 1996 and 1997
data on the polarised hydrogen target is 0.88± 0.05,
where the uncertainty is predominantly systematic.

The forward magnetic spectrometer [18] is divided
into symmetric upper and lower halves by the positron
and the (unused) proton beam lines. The acceptance
covers 40< |θv| < 140 mrad in the vertical direc-
tion and|θh| < 170 mrad in the horizontal direction.
Over the kinematic range of the experiment, the mo-
mentum resolution for positrons is 0.7–1.3% and the
uncertainty in the scattering angle is about 0.6 mrad.
Positrons are distinguished from hadrons by four sub-
systems for particle identification: a lead–glass elec-
tromagnetic calorimeter, a preshower detector, a tran-
sition–radiation detector, and a thresholdČerenkov de-

tector. The positron identification has an efficiency of
better than 98% at a hadron contamination of less
than 1% over the kinematic range of the experiment.
The relative luminosity for the two target spin states
is measured by counting coincidente+e− pairs from
elastic (Bhabha) scattering of the beam positrons off
the electrons of the target gas atoms. The present
data correspond to an integrated luminosity of about
55 pb−1.

At HERMES energies, the lepton–nucleon inter-
action is mediated by a virtual photon with nega-
tive 4-momentum squaredQ2≡−q2≡−(k − k′)2∼
4EE′ sin2(θ/2), wherek (E) and k′(E′) denote the
four-momenta (energies) of the incoming and outgo-
ing lepton andθ is the polar scattering angle of the
lepton. The target nucleons are at rest:p = (M, �0).
The invariant massW of the photon–nucleon sys-

tem is given byW2 ≡ (q + p)2 lab= M2+ 2Mν −Q2.
Here,ν ≡ p · q/M = E − E′ denotes the photon en-
ergy in the target rest frame andy ≡ ν/E the frac-
tional photon energy. The Bjørken scaling variable is
defined asx =Q2/2Mν. In diffractiveρ0 production,
the photon–nucleon cross section falls exponentially
with the squared four-momentum transfer to the tar-
get t ≡ (q − v)2 < 0, with v the four-momentum of
the ρ0 meson. Att0, the maximum (least negative)
value oft kinematically allowed for fixedQ2, ν,MY ,
andMππ , the momentum of the final stateρ0 meson
is parallel to the direction of the incoming photon in
the photon–nucleon centre-of-mass system. Here,MY
is the invariant mass of the undetected final state and
Mππ =

√
v2 is the reconstructed invariant mass of the

ρ0 candidate. The squared four-momentum transfert ′
beyondt0 is given byt ′ ≡ t − t0 < 0. In order to se-
lect exclusive diffractive events, the excitation energy
 E transferred to the target nucleon can be used as

a measure of exclusivity: E ≡ (M2
Y −M2)/2M

lab=
ν −Eρ + t/2M, with Eρ the energy of theρ0 meson.
In the case of an exclusive process, no energy is trans-
ferred to the target ( E ∼= 0), and the target nucleon
stays intact (p′2= p2).

Three anglesΦ, φ, and θ are necessary for a
complete description of the angular distribution of the
ρ0 meson production and decay [13]. The azimuthal
production angleΦ is the angle between the lepton
scattering plane and theρ0 meson production plane
in the photon–nucleon centre-of-mass frame. Theρ0
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decay is described in theρ0 meson rest frame by
two angles: (i) the azimuthal angleφ between the
production and the decay plane and (ii) the polar
angleθ of the positively charged decay particle with
respect to thez-axis of theρ0 meson rest frame, which
is defined opposite to the direction of the scattered
nucleon.

In the exclusive process ep→ epρ0, only the scat-
tered positron and theρ0→ π+π− decay products are
detected at HERMES, since the recoiling target pro-
ton remains outside of the spectrometer acceptance.
Consequently, as a first step, only events were selected
with exactly three tracks — a positron and two op-
positely charged hadrons. The tracks are required to
be within the nominal spectrometer acceptance and to
originate from a common vertex in the target region.
To ensure that the trigger efficiency is close to unity,
a minimum energy of the scattered positron above the
calorimeter threshold of the trigger is required.

The ρ0 candidates are selected within the range
0.62<Mππ < 0.92 GeV of the reconstructed invari-
ant mass of the hadron pair. The requirement−t ′ <
0.4 GeV2 suppresses nondiffractive processes, which
fall off more slowly with−t ′ than diffractiveρ0 pro-
duction. Exclusive events appear as a peak near zero in
the excitation energy distribution shown in Fig. 2; the
shaded area| E|< 0.6 GeV indicates the events used
for analysis. For E � 2 GeV the spectrum is dom-
inated by background from nonexclusive processes
where, for example, energy is absorbed by the tar-

Fig. 2. Distribution in the excitation energy E for the decay chan-
nel ρ0→ π+π−, after all other event selection criteria were ap-
plied. The histogram is a Monte Carlo simulation of combinatorial
background from deep-inelastic scattering (DIS). The shaded area
indicates the events that were used for the analysis.

get. After all selection criteria were applied, about
2800 exclusiveρ0 events remained from the combined
1996 and 1997 data on the polarised hydrogen tar-
get. The average values of the relevant kinematic vari-
ables are〈W 〉 = 4.9 GeV, 〈Q2〉 = 1.7 GeV2, 〈−t ′〉 =
0.1 GeV2, 〈x〉 = 0.07. HERMES results on the cross
section for exclusiveρ0 production and spin density
matrix elements as well as distributions of the invari-
ant mass,t ′ and other kinematic variables can be found
in Refs. [6,22,27].

The predominant contribution to the background
from nonexclusive processes is combinatorial hadro-
nic background from deep-inelastic scattering events.
In the region of the exclusive peak (shaded area
in Fig. 2), it is not separable on an event-by-event
basis. It is subtracted using a Monte Carlo simulation
based on the LEPTO [23] generator and the LUND
fragmentation model [24]. The Monte Carlo events are
subject to theρ0 event selection criteria yielding the
 E distribution shown by the histogram in Fig. 2; it
is normalised to the data in the region E > 3 GeV.
The contamination in theρ0 data sample within the
signal region| E| < 0.6 GeV is typically less than
10%. For the asymmetry analysis, the background was
subtracted separately for each spin state and kinematic
bin, accounting for the asymmetry contribution from
DIS background. The statistical uncertainty in this
background correction is propagated into the statistical
uncertainty of the measured asymmetry.

An additional contribution to the nonexclusive back-
ground arises from double-dissociative diffractiveρ0

production. This process is similar to the exclusive
process of interest, except that the proton target is dis-
sociated. Based on previous measurements [25], the
contribution of this background was estimated [6] to
be less than 6± 2 % within the stringent| E| <
0.6 GeV requirement.

Background from exclusive processes includes the
contributions of nonresonant pion pair production
and of the decayω(783)→ π+π− (branching ratio
2.2%). These two processes contribute less than 1%
to the signal region; for the present analysis both
contributions remain within the data sample. Mis-
reconstructedφ meson decaysφ→K+K− appear at
Mππ below 0.6 GeV, and are excluded by the invariant
mass requirement.

In lepton–nucleon scattering, with both target and
beam longitudinally polarised, the experimentally ac-
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cessible lepton–nucleon cross section asymmetryA‖
is defined in terms ofσ

→→ andσ
→←, the cross sections

for parallel and anti-parallel orientation of the target
polarisation with respect to the direction of the beam
polarisation:

(1)A‖ ≡ σ
→← − σ→→
σ
→← + σ→→

= N
→←L

→→ −N→→L→←
N
→←L

→→
P +N

→→L
→←
P

.

It is determined from the number of eventsN
→→(→←) per

beam and target spin configuration, weighted with the

relative luminosities of each spin configurationL
→→(→←)

andL
→→(→←)
P . Here,L

→→(→←)
P = 〈L · |pB · pT |〉→→(→←) is the

relative luminosity weighted with the product of beam
and target polarisation. For the HERMES pure hydro-
gen gas target, no dilution from other material exists.
The statistical uncertainty ofA‖ is determined by the
event statistics; the small statistical uncertainties of the
luminosity and the polarisation measurements are in-
cluded in the systematic uncertainty.

The spin dependence of the photon–nucleon in-
teraction is characterised by two asymmetries of the
interaction cross section for virtual photons: (i) the
asymmetryA1 for a transverse photon with well de-
fined helicity interacting with a longitudinally po-
larised target nucleon and (ii) the asymmetryA2,
which arises from the interference between transverse
and longitudinal photons. Specifically,

(2)A1= σ1/2− σ3/2

σ1/2+ σ3/2
and A2= σLT

σ1/2+ σ3/2
.

Hereσ3/2 andσ1/2 denote the virtual-photon interac-
tion cross sections, with 3/2 and 1/2 the projection of
the total spin of the photon–nucleon system along the
photon momentum, andσLT =√σL · σT is the inter-
ference cross section between longitudinal and trans-
verse photons. The definitions ofA1 andA2 are for-
mally independent of the physics process that the vir-
tual photon undergoes. Note that in inclusive DIS,A1
andA2 can be interpreted in terms of the polarised
structure functionsg1 andg2.

The measured asymmetryA‖ is related to the
photon–nucleon interaction asymmetriesA1 andA2
by

(3)A‖ =D · (A1+ ηA2).

The effective polarisationD of the virtual photon is
given by

(4)

D = 1− (1− y) ε
1+ εR and ε � 1− y − Q2

4E2

1− y + y2

2 + Q2

4E2

,

with ε = ΓL/ΓT the ratio of fluxes andR = σL/σT the
ratio of the reaction cross sections for longitudinal and
transverse photons. The kinematic factorη in Eq. (3)
is given byη= 2ε

√
Q2/{(M + 2E)[1− (1− y)ε]}.

In exclusive ρ0 production, the ratioR can be
measured via the angular distributions of theρ0 decay;
it shows a strong increase withQ2, becoming larger
than unity1 atQ2 � 3 GeV2. From a fit to HERMES
data [27], a parameterisation ofR in the form

(5)R
(
Q2)= c0(W)

[
Q2

m2
ρ

]c1

with parametersc0 = 0.32 and c1 = 0.66 was ob-
tained. This parameterisation yields for the present ex-
clusiveρ0 data sample an average value ofD = 0.4
at an average value ofR = 0.62. From the value of
R follows that the contributions of longitudinal and
transverse photons toρ0 production at HERMES are
about equally important; however, as longitudinal pho-
tons have zero helicity, the asymmetryAρ1 discussed
here can arise only from transverse photons.

In inclusive deep-inelastic scattering, the asymme-
try A2 was measured using a transversely polarised
target to be positive but close to zero [28,29]. In con-
trast, inρ0 production information aboutAρ2 is avail-
able through the measurement of angular distributions
of the decay pions. ForW � 3 GeV, the interference
cross sectionσLT is maximal, since the phase dif-
ference between amplitudes forρ0 production from
transverse and longitudinal photons was measured to
be small [27]. The contribution ofAρ2 to Aρ‖ is then

given by the positivity limitAρ2 =
√
R(Q2). It is sup-

pressed by the small kinematic factorη, which has
an average value〈η〉 = 0.06 for the exclusiveρ0 data
sample.

The photon–nucleon asymmetryAρ1 in a given kine-
matic bin is obtained from the experimental lepton–

1 For comparison, the ratioR in inclusive DIS has a flat
distribution and varies between 0.2 and 0.4 [26,28].
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nucleon asymmetryAρ‖ using Eq. (3):

(6)A
ρ
1 =

A
ρ
‖
〈D〉 −

〈
η
√
R(Q2)

〉
,

where〈D〉 and〈η√R(Q2) 〉 are the average values for
all events in the bin.

The stability of the observed asymmetry was stud-
ied by varying the event selection requirements and
comparing alternative methods of background subtrac-
tion [30]. These systematic studies were performed
for both the experimental asymmetryAρ‖ and for the

photon–nucleon asymmetryAρ1. No significant depen-
dence on the event selection criteria was observed dur-
ing variation of requirements on vertex geometry, par-
ticle identification and event kinematics. Using the
DIS Monte Carlo simulation, a contribution of DIS
background to the asymmetryAρ‖ of 0.003 was found,
and taken as an upper limit on the associated system-
atic uncertainty. Two alternative techniques of back-
ground subtraction produced similar results: one based
on events at high values of−t ′ where the nonexclu-
sive background dominates the data [22], and another
using an empirical fit to the elastic peak in the E
distribution. The quoted asymmetries and the bin cen-
ters have not been corrected for the limited acceptance
of the spectrometer forρ0 production; resolution ef-
fects and bin-to-bin smearing can be neglected due to
the large bin size in the present analysis. A compari-
son of the 1996 and 1997 data sets with opposite beam
helicities yielded consistent results, excluding possi-
ble contributions from single-spin asymmetries. The
contribution of electroweak radiative processes to the
measured asymmetry is expected to be negligible [31].
The uncertainties in the beam and target polarisation
measurements cause a 6.6% fractional systematic un-
certainty in the asymmetries.

Evidence for a positive double-spin asymmetry has
been observed in the lepton–nucleon cross section
for exclusiveρ0 production on the longitudinally po-
larised hydrogen target. Averaged over the kinematic
acceptance, the measured asymmetry has a value of

(7)
〈
A
ρ
‖
〉= 0.119± 0.045stat± 0.008syst,

where the systematic uncertainty is dominated by the
contributions from the beam and target polarisation
measurements. Using the average depolarisation factor
〈D〉 = 0.40, the average photon–nucleon asymmetry

A
ρ
1 was found according to Eq. (6)

(8)
〈
A
ρ
1

〉= 0.24± 0.11stat± 0.02syst,

where a contribution〈η√R 〉 = 0.053 by the asymme-
try Aρ2 was subtracted.

Fig. 3 shows the dependence ofAρ1 on the kinematic
variablesQ2,W , x,−t ′, and the anglesΦ andθ . Error
bars denote the statistical uncertainties and the dark
band at the bottom of the plots indicates the systematic
uncertainty. Within the statistical uncertainty of the
measurement, no significant dependence on any of the
kinematic variables or angles can be seen in eitherA

ρ
‖

or inAρ1.
The present result forAρ1 is compared to the already

mentioned theoretical prediction [16], which is based
on the description of diffractive exclusiveρ0 leptopro-
ductionand inclusive deep-inelastic scattering by the

Fig. 3. Photon–nucleon asymmetryAρ1 in exclusiveρ0 production

versusQ2, W x, −t ′, Φ, and θ . Error bars and error bands
denote the statistical and experimental systematic uncertainties,
respectively.
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GVMD. At x < 0.2, this model can relate the asymme-
try for exclusiveρ0 productionAρ1 to the asymmetry

A
γ3p

1 for inclusive DIS at the same value ofx. Assum-
ing anapproximate validity of SCHC, spin asymme-
tries were written as the ratio of helicity-conserving
amplitudes of unnatural(−1)L+1 to natural (−1)L

parity exchange in thet-channel. A nonzero asymme-
try indicates a contribution of exchange processes with
unnatural parity to theinterference responsible for the
asymmetry. This contribution may be large enough to
yield an asymmetry while remaining negligible in the
incoherent sum of squared amplitudes for the cross
section that was observed to be dominated by natural
parity exchange in measurements of angular distribu-
tions inρ0 production and decay [27]. Such an unnat-
ural parity exchange is consistent with an exchange of
diquark objects as they can have both natural and un-
natural parity. Quark exchange has been shown to be
the predominant contribution in exclusiveρ0 produc-
tion by longitudinal photons at HERMES energies [6];
the present result suggests that diquark exchange may
also contribute toρ0 production from transverse pho-
tons.

In Ref. [16], numerical predictions for the ratio

A
ρ
1/A

γ 3p

1 were made for lepton beam energies of 15

and 50 GeV. From these predictions, a ratioAρ1/A
γ 3p

1
of about 2 can be interpolated for the HERMES
beam energy of 27.56 GeV, i.e., at〈W 〉 = 4.9 GeV.

With a value ofAγ
3p

1 (x = 0.07) = 0.13, obtained
from a parameterisation of the inclusive asymmetry

measured at HERMES [32], a ratioAρ1/A
γ 3p

1 = 1.9±
0.8 is inferred from the data, where the uncertainty
is determined from the statistical uncertainty ofAρ1.
This result is consistent with the above theoretical
prediction that was made a quarter of a century before
the data became available.

Fig. 4. Schematic graphs for exclusiveρ0 production (a) and
inclusive lepton–nucleon scattering (b).

The ratioAρ1/A
γ 3p

1 also has another interpretation
if certain assumptions are made. The two processes
are schematically shown in Fig. 4. As already men-
tioned, only transverse photons can contribute to the

double-spin asymmetriesAρ1 andAγ
3p

1 . For transverse
photons both asymmetries can be expressed in terms
of s-channel helicity amplitudes as

A
ρ
1 =
|f++++ |2− |f−−++ |2
|f++++ |2+ |f−−++ |2

,

(9)A
γ ∗p
1 = Imf++++ − Imf−−++

Imf++++ + Imf−−++
.

Here,f αα
′

ii′ are the helicity-conserving (α = α′, i =
i ′) amplitudes withi, i ′ = ±1/2 the helicity of the
incident and scattered nucleon,α = 0,±1 the helicity
of the incident photon, andα′ = 0,±1 the helicity of
the outgoing photon orρ0 meson. Here it is assumed
that the above helicity amplitudes forρ0 production
and inclusive reactions differ only by a common factor,
and that the contributions of helicity-flip amplitudes
(α �= α′, i �= i ′) are small and can be neglected. For the
asymmetry in the cross section forρ0 production, the
amplitudes have to be squared, while the expression
for the asymmetry in the inclusive reaction is based
on the optical theorem. Assuming thatf++++ andf−−++
are primarily imaginary, as is the case for exclusive

reactions at smallx, the ratio Aρ1/A
γ ∗p
1 can be

approximated as

(10)
A
ρ
1

A
γ ∗p
1

� 2

1+ (Aγ ∗p1 )2
,

which is about 2 since the inclusive asymmetry at low
x is of order 0.1.

In models based on perturbative QCD [9], dif-
fractiveρ0 production by longitudinal photons is de-
scribed by three distinct components: a distribution
amplitude for the meson, a hard scattering amplitude
for the exchange of quarks and gluons, and a nonper-
turbative description of the target nucleon by skewed
parton distributions (SPD’s) allowing a sensitivity of
the diffractive process to the internal (spin) structure
of the nucleon. A general proof of the factorisation
theorem in diffractive meson production, an important
prerequisite for the definition of SPD’s, exists only
for longitudinal photons, and does not apply to the
production of mesons fromtransverse photons [9,34].
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As an important consequence, a clear interpretation of
the asymmetryAρ1 within the framework of perturba-
tive QCD and skewed parton distributions presently
does not exist and would require substantial theoret-
ical progress.

The present result indicating a nonzero double-spin
asymmetry is in contrast to the preliminary result of a
similar measurement by the SMC collaboration [33] at
comparable values ofQ2 but at three times higherW ,
i.e., at smallerx. Their measurement ofAρ‖ in several

bins in Q2 is consistent with zero, with a better
statistical precision than the present measurement.
In the context of Ref. [16] theirAρ‖ is expected to
be smaller since the asymmetries in inclusive deep-
inelastic scattering decrease at the smaller values of
x probed by the SMC measurement. Alternatively,
at SMC the diffractive process is believed to be
dominated by Pomeron or gluon exchange, whereas
at the lower HERMES energy, there are indications
thatρ0 production is dominated by Reggeon or quark
exchange [6,10]; the different asymmetry results of
SMC and HERMES might well reflect the different
production mechanisms in the two kinematic regimes.

In summary, evidence for a nonzero longitudinal
double-spin asymmetry in the cross section for ex-
clusive ρ0 production in lepton–nucleon scattering
has been observed. The value measured is〈Aρ1〉 =
0.24± 0.11stat± 0.02syst, at 〈W 〉 = 4.9 GeV and
〈Q2〉 = 1.7 GeV2. No significant dependence on any

kinematic variable was observed. A ratioAρ1/A
γ 3p

1 =
1.9± 0.8 of the asymmetry inρ0 production to that in
inclusive lepton–nucleon scattering was obtained. This
result is consistent with an early prediction based on
the generalised vector meson dominance model [35].
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